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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Old Growth Park was dedicated as a park in 1994 after a controversial struggle to
prevent the area from being developed as a golf course. When a Mountain Bike Park
was proposed in the area south of the Old Growth Park in 2004, Council requested that
a Strategy for Protection for the Old Growth Park be completed prior to further
consideration of the proposed Mountain Bike Park.
The purpose of the Strategy for Protection is to guide the management, conservation
and use of the Old Growth Park into the future. A number of recommendations emerged
as a result of the process of developing the Strategy for Protection, summarized as
follows:

Pressures
•

Work to minimize activity or development in the Upper Lands that may increase
pressure on the park

•

Future planning in the Upper Lands should take into account the Strategy for
Protection for the Old Growth Park, particularly efforts that may help manage
pressure on the area

•

Work with BC Parks to ensure that any expansions planned for the CBRL
maintenance yard thoroughly protects the Old Growth Park from environmental
impact

Access
•

No surface level entry except for research, monitoring, and management activities

•

Remove the viewpoint built earlier by the District of West Vancouver and allow the
site to grow over

•

Interpretive, educational access only to increase the understanding of the value of
old growth and the value of the park in the minds of the public done in such a way as
to protect the key park values

•

Investigate the feasibility of an elevated boardwalk (>3m) that allows a close view of
individual large trees in southeastern corner of the park

•

Staff, volunteers and signs direct public interested in old growth to other areas in the
Municipality where they can view old growth

•

Do not permit dogs in the Conservancy

Mountain Bikes in the Context of the Park
•

Remove the existing informal mountain bike trails in the Old Growth Park which run
from the north end of Parking Lot #5 through the southeast corner. Build formal trails
with the assistance of the North Shore Mountain Bike Association from the south end
of Parking Lot #5 that avoids the Old Growth Park
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•

Revisit the strategy of the proposed Mountain Bike Park. This might include
designating one or some of the existing network of mountain bike trails rather than
creating an actual park

Buffer Zone
•

Create a buffer on the south side of the Old Growth Park

•

Work with the community to define the buffer

Name of the Park
•

Do not name the area after a specific individual as many people have been involved
in protecting the land

•

Rename the park “Old Growth (or other appropriate descriptor) Conservancy”

Management Implications
•

The District of West Vancouver to provide a level of service to achieve Strategy for
Protection objectives

•

A method of ensuring that damage from incursions or other problems does not occur
unnoticed is needed. On-going monitoring is an essential component of the strategy,
particularly with regard to human activities in the park

•

A dedicated society should be created and supported by the District of West
Vancouver to partner in the management and assist in the stewardship of this area.
Activities could include:
Monitoring environmental conditions
Providing education and interpretation
Completing biotic inventories
Membership should include representatives from all significant
stakeholders.

•

Post-secondary institutions could be encouraged to undertake research which
directly aids in the protection of the area. The District of West Vancouver could
create and maintain a list of studies needed

•

Goals for the Old Growth Park Strategy for Protection should be integrated into
planning for the Municipal Upper Lands and for Cypress Provincial Park
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INTRODUCTION

Purpose of the Strategy for Protection
The 54 ha Old Growth Park, located on the slopes of West Vancouver, contains mixed
stands of forest. The most significant stand is more than 360 years old with individual
trees between 650 and 900 years old.
In recent years, increasing pressures on the lands surrounding the Old Growth Park
such as residential development, growing populations, increased recreation, and
development of the Cypress Mountain Resort ski area have raised concerns about
potential impacts to the Park. Most recently, a mountain bike park proposed to the south
of the Old Growth Park brought the relatively unknown area back into the public eye.
When presented to Council in 2005, it was directed that a Strategy for Protecting the Old
Growth Park be completed prior to considering mountain bike park development.
The Strategy for Protection provides a vision of what the public and the District of West
Vancouver see as the future of the Old Growth Park and the role of the Park locally,
provincially and globally. The purpose of the Strategy for Protection is to guide the
management, conservation and use of the Old Growth Park into the future. The Strategy
develops long-term conservation strategies for the protection of the park’s most
important natural features and provides a set of principles and guidelines to assess
whether access is compatible with conservation objectives and the type of access that
may be compatible. The Strategy describes management objectives that relate to the
protection and management of various values identified in the Park and responds to
strategic issues by defining a set of management strategies addressing the range of
appropriate activities and uses. The Strategy delineates the management of key issues
and sets the long-term direction for whether or not development will occur in the park
and how the property is to be managed. Once adopted and implemented, the Strategy
for Protection will also provide assurance to the public that the park will be managed as
outlined in the Strategy.

Goals
The goal of the project is to develop a Strategy for Protection for the Old Growth Park
that provides recommendations and strategies for immediate, short and long-term
management, planning and operational actions in the Old Growth Park.
The following questions have guided the scope of the project.
•

How can the resources of the Old Growth Park best be conserved?

•

How can the Old Growth Park be protected in the context of increased
recreational activities and other pressures surrounding the Park?

•

Can this area be preserved while allowing public access for enjoyment and
appreciation?

We have identified the main goal of the Strategy for Protection as protecting the key park
values in order to sustain this natural treasure.
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Development of the Strategy for Protection
Our methodology involved using an ecosystem management approach. Ecosystem
management is an approach to the stewardship of land and water resources that
recognizes the close inter-dependency of natural processes and features – including
humans – and thus the ecosystem management approach is cooperative and
participatory. This community-centered approach offers local citizens the opportunity to
participate in the planning and management of parks in a way that maximizes benefits
both to parks and to the surrounding community. As such, public involvement has been
an essential component for the success of this project. In total, four public open houses
have been held over the duration of the project.
The first open house had two objectives: the first was to introduce the project and
acquire opinions on the park’s natural values and issues and the second was to create
public trust, support and participation in the planning process.
At the second open house, a summary of input received at the first open house was
displayed confirming that public input had been heard. After a brief presentation,
participants were divided into two groups for further input on their thoughts on the values
of the park and access. During the third open house, a series of observations about the
park were displayed and discussed along with various management options and further
input acquired. At the fourth open house, the draft Strategy for Protection was
presented. Throughout the process, we were careful to ensure that public input was
actively sought, heard and integrated. The public was given ample opportunity to speak
to us at Open Houses, and to provide written input both during and following Open
Houses.
Input from the District of West Vancouver Parks staff was gained through meetings,
telephone conversations and email. Stakeholder groups and individuals participated
through meetings, interviews and email.
Thorough field reconnaissance was conducted of the park including at least six site visits
made with the DWV staff and stakeholders. A number of visits were made to different
areas of the park and the entire boundary was walked and areas bordering the park
visited to identify potential issues on lands adjacent to the park.
Additional research involved a review of various documents applicable to the park,
examining maps, conducting internet research and looking to other parks for solutions.

The Study Area
The Old Growth Park is located on municipal land in the District of West Vancouver
directly off the Cypress Bowl Road just past the fourth switchback.
The park encompasses a triangular area 54 ha (133.6 acres) in size with an elevation
range from 510 to 770 m above sea level. The area is forested with a mosaic of different
aged forest stands reflecting a complex history of logging and fire disturbance events. A
significant old growth stand exists in the northern corner, which was determined in 1991
to be about 360 years old. This stand includes some trees that survived a major fire in
the 1600s and they date between 650 and 900 years old.
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The main canopy of the old growth stand is dominated by western redcedar, mountain
hemlock, western hemlock, amabilis fir, and yellow-cedar. Almost all of the larger, older
trees are western redcedar.

Background
In 1970, the Municipality was given ownership of District Lots 1124 and 1125 where the
Old Growth Park is located in exchange for lots 1137 and 1138. Around that time,
Cypress Provincial Park was being created and the provincial government requested a
contribution of municipal land to the park. West Vancouver deeded 731 acres – some of
which was drawn from D.L. 1124 and 1125 reducing municipal ownership to 72 acres.
In early 1990, there was a proposal to build a 27-hole golf course in the area which is
now the park. After considerable community controversy, the golf course was declined in
a referendum.
The DWV Council appointed a Municipal Mountain Lands Committee to recommend
actions for the future use and protection of what was then called the "Triangle Lands".
The Committee produced a report in 1992 which included an ecological study and
mapping conducted by Oikos Ecological Consultants. In its report to Council, the
Municipal Mountain Lands Committee made a number of recommendations including
that the 350 acres that made up the "triangle" be dedicated as municipal parkland, and
that it be managed for use by the public as a "municipal forest preserve and nature
park".
It was determined that the area of concern was with the oldest trees. That area was
defined and in November of 1993, voters were asked in a referendum whether they
supported a park dedication of 133.6 acres including the old growth stand. The
electorate agreed and the Old Growth Park was dedicated as a park a year later on
December 5, 1994, Park Dedication (Cypress Ridge Old Growth) Bylaw #3840, 1993.
In 1994, “A Recreation and Interpretation Plan” was completed for the Old Growth
Park by Kelly Pearce who was a student at BCIT. The Plan laid out a trail plan and
public education and interpretation including signage, safety messages and interpretive
themes. Interpretive trails were never built in the park and the expected high numbers of
people visiting the Park did not materialize. In fact, once the parkland dedication was
assured, the park appeared to be forgotten except by the few who knew about it. As a
result, the park is in fairly pristine condition.
The Old Growth Park recently returned to the spotlight as a result of a 2004 proposal to
situate a Mountain Bike Park on the south perimeter the Park. In advance of any further
discussion of a Mountain Bike Park on the lands immediately south of the Old Growth
Park, Council directed that a Strategy for Protection for the Old Growth Park be
completed. This in keeping with commitments made when the park was first designated.
The map on the next page gives an overview of the Old Growth Park’s location and the
features surrounding it.
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KEY PARK VALUES
As an idea, a park represents a diversity of values and missions. The investigation of
these values is a necessary component of natural resource management. Much of the
controversy in land management is due to the range of values with which the public
perceives lands. Values lead people to view certain management actions as appropriate
and others as wrong. Identifying values forges critical foundations for building consensus
and making decisions.
A number of values have been identified for the Old Growth Park:

Natural Values
Natural values include outstanding natural phenomena or areas of exceptional natural
beauty and aesthetic importance

Ecosystem Composition
A complex system is used to identify British Columbia’s ecosystems. This is necessary
to address the complexity of the province. The following table uses British Columbia’s
Ecoregion Classification and Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification to identify the
ecosystems of the Old Growth Park on a descending scale from its broadest
characteristics to its most specific. The Ecoregion system uses topography and climate
for naming areas; the Biogeoclimatic system uses dominant plants and plant
communities and associations for this task.
Ecoprovince

Coast and Mountains Ecoprovince

Ecosection

The Pacific Ranges Ecoregion

Ecoregion

The Southern Pacific Ranges Ecosection

Biogeoclimatic Zone

Coastal Western Hemlock (CWH)

BGC Subzones/Variants

Dry Maritime (CWHdm)
Very Wet Maritime submontane (CWHvm1
Very Wet Maritime montane (CWHvm2)

Site Series

Western Hemlock-Western Redcedar-Salal
Western Hemlock-Amabilis Fir-Blueberry
Western Redcedar-Yellow-cedar-Goldthread
Amabilis Fir-Western Redcedar-Salmonberry
Western Redcedar-Sitka Spruce-Skunk Cabbage

Wetlands

Western Redcedar-Western Hemlock–Skunk Cabbage (Ws54)
Yellow-cedar–Mountain Hemlock–Skunk Cabbage (Ws55)

Forest Ecosystems

Not listed – 22 identified for the full area
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The forest classification (using the Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification System) is
Coastal Western Hemlock Zone at close to the upper altitudinal limits for this forest type.
The major trees species in the park are characteristic of those in this zone: western
hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla), western redcedar (Thuja plicata) and to a lesser extent,
amabilis fir (Abies amabilis).
Due to its location at the upper altitudinal limits for the Coastal Western Hemlock Zone,
the forest also contains species found in the higher altitudinal subzone, mountain
hemlock (Tsuga mertensiana) and yellow-cedar (Chamaecyparis nootkatensis). Being in
the transitional area between two subzones contributes to the site’s richness in terms of
tree species. While there are other areas of old growth on the North Shore with this
species diversity, the old growth in the park is unusual for the size of its trees and their
natural state, particularly this close to a major urban area.
See map on page for an overview of the forest ecosystem classifications of the Old
Growth Park.

Old Growth
Much of the public interest in the park is a result of the old growth stand in the north end
which occupies an area of almost 30 ha. A number of different ecosystems are found in
this area – partly caused by the numerous fires that have swept through different parts of
the park at different times. The Oikos study noted that the oldest trees are survivors of a
fire that occurred in the 1600’s and encompass an age range of 665 to 900 years. The
same study identifies the next oldest area to be between 345 and 385 years of age
having regenerated after a fire that occurred about 375 years ago. Western redcedar,
western hemlock, mountain hemlock, amabilis fir and yellow-cedar make up the majority
of the canopy of the old growth. Most of the oldest trees are western redcedar.
A smaller stand of large old growth trees occurs immediately southwest of the park. This
stand of large trees, 250 years old or older, occupies a low area surrounded by several
substantial hills. Individual larger, older trees are also found in the southeast area of the
park just north of the southern border. These trees appear to have survived the fire that
occurred approximately 165 years ago.
These forests are part of the Temperate Rainforest, a rare forest type primarily occurring
along a narrow strip of the Pacific coast from southeast Alaska and southwest British
Columbia, to northern California.
Four main structures are found in old growth forests:
1) Large trees – the obvious feature of old growth forests, large trees are a
storehouse for many tons of organic material and nutrients and bring energy into
the forest through photosynthesis.
2) Large snags – standing dead trees are used by many wildlife species.
3) Large fallen trees or coarse woody debris on the forest floor provide home for
many species of plants and wildlife. Eventually rotting trees become nurse logs
feeding the young trees that grow on top of them.
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4) Complex, continuous and deep canopy – with their large crowns and branches,
ancient trees create a dense canopy. Young trees grow into the spaces between
the large trees to take advantage of the light.
The old growth forests of the west coast of British Columbia contain the largest, and
possibly the oldest trees in Canada, and are valued by both British Columbians and
Canadians. As well, the international community seems to prize the west coast old
growth.
The rich variety of shrubs, ferns, mosses, lichens and other plants that carpet the forest
floor contribute to the aesthetic and biological value that makes this park a special place.
The Oikos Report identified 18 species of shrubs, 22 species of herbs, 7 ferns and 16
mosses as present in the park although this should not to be considered a
comprehensive list.
In the northern end of the park there are a number of Skunk Cabbage wetlands. These
ecosystems develop in areas where the water is moving and the soils are permanently
saturated near the surface for most of the growing season. In the park, they occur in
scattered locations on stream drainages.

Near Pristine Condition
Portions of the park are in a near pristine condition and support a diversity of
ecosystems functioning within natural parameters. The value of the near pristine quality
of the Old Growth Park becomes obvious when compared with other old growth areas
such as Lighthouse Park which have been heavily impacted. While there are other
nearly pristine areas of old growth at higher elevations on the North Shore, this is the
only near pristine old growth at this elevation.
Protecting land where healthy, functioning ecosystems remain provides a margin for
error. Protecting some pristine areas provides a benchmark – an opportunity to
understand the complex interrelationships at work in ecosystems which keep natural
areas healthy and in balance. If human impacts cause an ecosystem to fail, pristine
areas with intact ecosystems provide us a place to turn for answers. Thus, the park also
has economic, scientific, educational and intellectual values.
One of the unique features of the park is the lack of introduced species. Today, most
natural areas have been impacted by the introduction of non-native species and yet
almost none are found in the Old Growth Park. The fact that the Old Growth Park has
not been impacted increases its value.

Wildlife Habitat
Healthy, functioning ecosystems provide valuable homes for wildlife. No data is
specifically available on the species which use the park. Species associated with old
growth include Douglas squirrel (Tamiasciurus douglasii), little brown bat (Myotis
lucifugus), red tree vole (Phenacomys longicaudus), northern flying squirrel (Glaucomys
sabrinus), and northern spotted owl (Strix occidentalis caurina). Other researchers have
found evidence of blue grouse (Dendragapus obscurus), coastal black-tailed deer
(Odocoileus hemionus), pileated woodpecker (Dryocopus pileatus) and black bear
(Ursus americanus). During one of our site visits to the park, we found a tailed frog
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(Ascaphus truei) in one of the small creeks which is a species that is blue-listed in BC.
There are also numerous snags throughout the park. Snags are known to provide
homes for many wildlife species including owls, woodpeckers, bats, flying squirrels and
pine marten.

Cultural / Heritage/ Education / Recreation Values
The Old Growth Park preserves history by protecting the physical and spiritual reminders
of our cultural heritage. The old growth stand provides a sense of the landscape the First
Nations lived in and what the land was like when European settlers first arrived. The
mosaic of different aged stands of trees is the result of a complex history of logging and
fire disturbance events. Regeneration has occurred from various fires that occurred in
different areas between the 1600s and the 1920s. Logging has also been a part of the
history of the park. Parts of the park were logged in the 1920s and around 1960. The
fire-regenerated stands were also logged periodically for the remaining western redcedar
which was used to make shakes. Springboard marks are visible on stumps in the area
and a surveyor’s blaze and corner post marker is located in the old growth stand.
Education is another value of the park. The potential of the area to raise people’s
awareness and understanding of old growth and its importance was mentioned by many
people during the stakeholder and public input process. The Old Growth Park may be
the most accessible old growth in the Lower Mainland in a natural condition. The ease of
access and proximity to the Lower Mainland population makes the park an attractive site
for interpretation and education. Possible topics include: old growth, climax communities,
forest succession, forest history, wildlife habitat, soil processes, ethnobotany, and
logging history. As an old growth ecosystem in fairly pristine condition, the park is also of
value for scientific research.
In terms of recreational values, two informal mountain bike trails have been established
in the southeast end of the park. Hiking, snowshoeing and cross-country skiing are also
recreational activities occurring within the park – even though the north end is signed as
closed to access.

Public Values
During the second Open House, participants were asked for their two highest values for
the Old Growth Park. Conservation & preservation and spirituality & peacefulness were
the two most common values identified (twelve responses each). Appreciation of old
growth forests was the next most common with nine responses followed by education
with six responses.
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MANAGEMENT CONCERNS AND ANALYSIS

Site Sensitivity
The substrate consists of bedrock outcrops covered by a layer of impervious basal till of
various depths. Above that lies a looser surficial till that varies in depth between 50 cm to
several meters. When water encounters the basal till, it is forced to travel laterally. High
levels of precipitation combined with the compact basal till provide the water that allows
the trees to grow so large and favours tree species that have surface or near-surface
roots.
This adaptation also contributes to the sensitivity of the site. The consequence of rapid
decomposition of organic material which falls to the forest floor is an accumulation of
large woody debris on the forest floor which, in combination with the impenetrable layer
below, results in a concentration of organic material in the humus layer. In older
ecosystems, the humus layer can be over 50 cm in depth. As the majority of tree roots
are distributed in this decomposing material in the humus layer, protecting these
ecosystems requires preservation of the humus. Unfortunately, the humus layer is
vulnerable to disturbance and humans walking on the ground could erode the humus
layer or cause compaction that would decrease soil aeration and reduce both the ability
of decomposers to break down organic material and the roots to absorb nutrients.
Due to the complex systems of groundwater flow, surface aeration, and peaty soils, the
Skunk cabbage wetlands are also highly susceptible to erosion and degradation from
human visitation. As well, there are a few areas with slopes of over 50% that are also
vulnerable to erosion. The well-developed herb and shrub layers are also susceptible to
trampling.
The northern area of the park is the most sensitive area containing wetlands and soils
saturated with water. The substrate is the most sensitive in winter when the water levels
are the highest. However, the north end of the park is higher in elevation and thus has
been frequently covered in snow during the winter. The snow may have provided
protection during the most sensitive periods of the year allowing activities such as
snowshoeing or cross-country skiing that would not dig into the substrate. This type of
protection may be unlikely to continue as the snowline appears to be slowly moving up
the mountain.

Ecosystem Integrity
Public concerns often direct our management role in slowing the pace of ecological loss.
At 54 ha or 133.6 acres, the small size of the park limits its long-term ecological viability.
The park is surrounded on three sides by activities that effectively make it an “island”.
On the west side, a large swath of trees has been removed for the BC Hydro power line.
The Trans Canada Trail also runs along this corridor and, on the northwest side, cuts
through a small portion of the park. While this does not appear to have a significant
Old Growth Park Strategy for Protection
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effect, it does fragment the park and separates a parcel of the old growth ecosystem
from the larger stand of old growth in the north end of the park.
On the east side of the park, vegetation has been removed and fill added to build the
Cypress Bowl Road, the Cypress Resort maintenance yard, and Parking Lot #5.

Edge Effects
The alterations to the adjacent landscapes have created edge effects. The exposed
edges of the Old Growth Park act to isolate and limit the functioning of the internal stand
processes and enable, through increased incident light, the establishment and growth of
a dense understory of coniferous regeneration and competing vegetation. Edge effects
were noted surrounding the boundary of the park and in small areas within the park,
although these effects were much less than expected.
Windthrow is one of the common edge effects. A function of topographic exposure,
stand structural characteristics and soil conditions, windthrow can be exacerbated by
root and stem diseases. A common disturbance in all forest types, this disturbance
typically impacts dominant and co-dominant trees as they are the most exposed
features.
Damage from windthrow has been noted within the Old Growth Park at low levels. The
prevailing damaging winds originate from the southeast and southwest, and to date have
had limited impact on the area as much of the exposed forested edge is oriented parallel
to these winds. Susceptible trees within the park appear to have adapted, through selfthinning crowns, to the exposure created by the power line and the Cypress Bowl Road.
Windthrow will continue to have an impact on the stand as more trees succumb to the
endemic diseases present, but unless weather patterns change significantly, it is not
expected to threaten park values. In context, windthrow can be both a natural agent of
forest change, and an anthropogenic agent as a result of our activities. In many cases
the difference in impact between these agents is a function of scale; human forestrelated actions often create larger edge effects.

Natural Agents
Due to the elevation and the climatic conditions of the park, the accumulation of heavy
wet snow through the winter months has the potential to load the tree crowns resulting in
damage to the large branches and even stem breakage. Such injuries can provide an
avenue for secondary infections such as stem rot.
Biotic threats include disease, fungi, parasitic plants and invasive species. Root disease
results in the eventual decay of the rooting structure. Heart rot is one of the most
frequently occurring and damaging fungus in old growth forests. Root disease can result
in windthrow, while heart rot can lead to both windthrow and stem breakage.
Mistletoe is a common parasitic plant that grows on the branches or stems of the
western hemlock tree and depends on the host for support, water and nutrition. Heavy
infestations reduce growth and may even cause the death of a tree.
While all of the above agents that affect forest health occur in the Old Growth Park, they
are only found at endemic or natural levels and in no way pose an immediate or extreme
risk to the health and continuance of the forest. These agents will simply continue to
exist within the stand, and over a long period of time will assist in the successional
development of the forest.
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Forest fire is one of the threats to the long-term stability of the park, but such an event is
impossible to predict and thus it remains an unknown. On one hand, a fire could occur at
any time, but on the other, the forest has survived the last 360 years even surviving fires
that destroyed adjacent stands 85 and 165 years ago. Fire is a rare phenomenon in this
forest type – especially severe crown fires that will destroy a stand. As well, fire
suppression also greatly reduces the potential of a fire destroying the old growth. It is
worth noting that on the coast most fires are caused by people.

Anthropogenic Agents
Numerous old skid roads are found within park boundaries. In the southeast corner,
there is a star-shaped configuration of five or six old skid roads that come together. A
wider skid road follows the southern border of the park and a number of smaller skid
roads branch north off of it. The skid road along the boundary was cleared of brush in
the month before the 1993 referendum to make the surveying of the boundary more
efficient. Hikers have also brushed out the skid road in places to allow access to three
knolls below the southwest corner of the park. Although plant regeneration is occurring
on the skid road it is slow, likely because the soil was removed when the skid road was
built. Two short mountain bike trails exist in the southeast corner.
In the late 1970s, trails were cleared in the northeast part of the park for the Viski Ski
Trail. The cleared trails were approximately 15 meters in width for a length of about two
kilometers (Pearce 1994) for a total disturbed area of about 3 ha. The ski trails were only
partially completed as it was discovered that the area did not have enough snow
coverage to support them. The trails were abandoned and are regenerating with
amabilis fir (Abies amabilis) and western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla) being the
dominant species and mountain hemlock (Tsuga mertensiana), western redcedar (Thuja
plicata) and yellow cedar (Chamaecyparis nootkatensis) being a minor component
(Pearce 1994).
A small network of informal trails exist in the northern end of the park. The most
established trail comes in off the south end of the Cypress Mountain maintenance yard
and leads to a viewing platform built by West Vancouver Parks in the early 1990’s, and
to some of the large cedars in the northwest corner. Some brush has been removed to
build these trails and rudimentary trail improvements made such as placing planks over
muddy sections. Posted signs ask visitors not to go deeper into the forest.

Conclusions
The small land base of the park makes it inherently vulnerable to disturbance. Yet,
surprisingly, the park is in excellent condition with much less impact than would be
expected of a small parcel of land surrounded by pressures. Perhaps the most
remarkable evidence of the near pristine condition of the park is the absence of invasive
plants which are often a serious threat to the ecological integrity of protected areas. This
absence suggests that the park does not offer invasive plants opportunities to establish
themselves – often initially in clearings – because the site is already fully occupied by
vegetation that is competitively superior in this ecosystem.
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PRESSURES ON THE AREA

“I’m afraid the real threats to the old growth park will be encroaching extreme
recreational activity from above Cypress Bowl Rec. Area and the proposed mountain
bike park below it. How well West Vancouver can control this site will be determined by
proper staffing, monitoring and enforcement of bylaws, rules and regulations pertaining
to the park. Anything less than due diligence1 will determine the failure or success of the
viability of the Old Growth Park.”
(Public Comment).

Background
The area surrounding the park has high levels of recreation use and this is likely to
increase in the future. Recreation users on the surrounding lands include hikers,
mountain bikers, naturalists, municipal cabin leaseholders, snowshoers, skiers and dog
walkers. As the population in the Lower Mainland continues to grow, more and more
people are looking for places to recreate, increasing the pressures on those lands.
When the public was asked about threats to the park, many responses were related to
controlling access into the park. Both excessive use and recreation use were repeatedly
mentioned as concerns. Mountain biking and the proposed mountain bike park were
raised a number of times as well as off-trail use, dogs and the impact of Cypress Bowl
recreation activities.
The Trans Canada Trail runs along the west side of the park and cuts through the park
for a small section. In spite of the fact that the Trans Canada Trail is actively used by
both hikers and mountain bikers, it appears that few people are using the trail to access
the Old Growth Park. There was some evidence of access: a tall ladder had been
propped against a tree with a plank of wood that had been nailed to the tree to allow
someone to walk out on it along and a piece of wire mesh nailed to a downed log at the
bottom of the tree. One of the stakeholders mentioned finding a similar structure in
another location in October 2002.
Other than the ladder structures, little evidence of access was found. The lack of access
into the park is probably due to the relatively low use of the trail in this location as well as
the fact that it is generally not a destination area, but mostly used to access other
localities. In addition, access is probably limited by the fact that not many people know
that the Old Growth Park is there.
Cyclists essentially use the area surrounding the park to access downslope areas of
more interesting trails and do not appear to be using the Old Growth Park. The terrain in

1

Definitions of Due Diligence include: “the care that a reasonable person exercises under the
circumstances to avoid harm to other persons or their property” or “the performance of those actions that
are generally regarded as prudent, responsible and necessary…”
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the north end of the park is relatively flat and wet and thus does not appear to be
attractive to downhill cyclists.
The existence of a maintenance yard immediately upstream from the park also
represents a threat. Maintenance yards store and transfer significant amounts of noxious
or toxic substances – e.g. gas, oil, other lubricants – as well as a variety of vehicles and
equipment that use these materials. The potential therefore exists for any of these to
spill or discharge accidentally in which case, gravity and stream flow would inevitably
transport them into the Old Growth Park. However, no incidents are known to have
occurred. Another concern regarding the maintenance yard raised by stakeholders and
the public was that snow containing salt is piled in the corner of the yard uphill of the old
growth stand in the north end of the park. People felt that the salt may have negative
effects on the old growth ecosystem, but no effects are visible at this time.
The Cypress Mountain maintenance yard, Parking Lot #5 and the Cypress Bowl Road
have created impervious areas uphill of the park that are likely to have some impact on
the hydrological systems within the park – however, that impact is difficult to measure.
Future pressures include continued urban development above Upper Levels Highway.
Urban development is permitted up to the 1200 foot contour which will bring urban
development closer to the park and increase the numbers of people in the area.
Aside from developed downhill mountain bike trails in Cypress Bowl, construction and
staging for the 2010 Olympics is underway. The increased recreation, development and
other activities may become an additional pressure on the park. The fee-for-service
Cypress bike park also potentially impacts the park as riders often ride their bikes off the
mountain at the end of the day using the hydro corridor which increases the number of
people in the area likely to explore on bikes.
Other unknown impacts include the potential effects that climate change might bring to
the area. Other threats that were identified in the public process include insufficient
funding to properly manage the park and a lack of both contingency planning and
defined management goals and objectives.

Conclusions:
The Old Growth Park is under pressure from all sides and these pressures will increase
in the future. The park’s continuing near-pristine condition, however, provides hope for
the future both as a result of the area’s resistance to change, and careful future planning
and management.

Recommendations
•

Work to minimize activity or development in the Upper Lands that
may increase pressure on the park

•

Future planning in the Upper Lands should take into account the
Strategy for Protection for the Old Growth Park, particularly efforts
that may help manage pressure on the area

•

Work with BC Parks to ensure that any expansions planned for the
CBRL maintenance yard thoroughly protects the Old Growth Park
from environmental impact.
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IMPLICATIONS OF ACCESS

“I have mixed feelings whether or not we should open up the park for public access – on the one
hand, the desire to encourage understanding and appreciation of old growth and the hope that
this will inspire both hikers and riders to treat our forests (both this park and the proposed
mountain bike park) with respect; and on the other hand, the fear that “everyone and their dogs”
will use the park simply as another recreation site without appreciation and respect, and it will
become just another overused, degraded park.”
“Education – yes. Research – yes. Nature appreciation – yes. Recreation (physical) – NO!”
“Recreation (nature walks, hikes), education, and research are all compatible, providing that
each visitor to the park is made aware of his/her responsibility to “walk softly and leave no trace
behind” and then “walks the talk”.
(Public comments)

Background
Comments from the public on the type of access appropriate to the site ranged from no
access to a couple of people who felt that multi-purpose trails would be appropriate. By
far, most people felt that limited access was appropriate for the park and suggested
access by boardwalk for education, interpretation, research and management activities.

Benefits of Access
Both public input and comments from stakeholders raised the concern that the park’s
importance could be forgotten in the future and the area developed, if the park was not
maintained in the public eye. Education and interpretive access can help to protect key
park values as they can function to increase the understanding of old growth and
support for the park.
In addition, creating formal access can have the effect of controlling and focusing access
so that an area does not become degraded by numerous informal trails. This is
important because in practice it is difficult to prevent entry into an area that people want
to access. Fencing is inappropriate as it negatively impacts wildlife, aesthetically reduces
the quality of an area, and is costly and difficult to maintain. Fencing can also draw
attention to an area that otherwise might be ignored. Another option identified by the
public was guided entry. However, guided tours of any frequency that involved surface
entry would result in degradation of the soils and impact to tree roots.
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Negative Impacts of Access
The greatest concern associated with allowing access is the sensitivity of the ground
surface to damage. Potential impacts include soil compaction, removal of soil or organic
material and interruption of ecosystem processes such as disruption of the complex
water systems. Even a small amount of foot or cycling traffic or dog activities could
quickly erode or compact the humus layer in which most of the tree roots are located.
Because people are often drawn to approach or touch large trees, degradation of the
humus layer and even damage to roots would likely occur around the base of trees. On
slopes, degradation could lead to the accumulation and flow of water causing further
erosion. Uncontrolled access in the park would quickly result in these types of
degradation. In theory, not allowing surface entry into the park would protect the fragile
soils and ecosystem processes.
An important consideration not mentioned by the public but of concern for the agency is
the issue of public safety. For the Old Growth Park to retain its pristine qualities, the area
needs to be allowed to follow the natural pattern of change and succession. The result
mixes the living forest with large fallen trees and standing trees which are dead and will
eventually fall to the ground. A falling giant tree over 30m high will impact a large area
when it comes down, often including other trees in its path. In some parks, standing,
dead trees are termed hazard trees and are removed to alleviate the risk for people
passing by. Undertaking removal of hazard trees for the Old Growth Park would
essentially mean removing the old growth. This is clearly not an option for this strategy
but danger resulting from allowing the stand to evolve naturally is another factor for
consideration when determining the degree of access that should be permitted.

Means of Access
Trail design and construction play a critical role in protecting sensitive areas and
enhancing the experience of the visitor. A summary of access methods that are
commonly used in protected areas is included in the Appendices. Since surface trails are
not suitable to the Old Growth Park, the other options are viewpoints, boardwalks or
elevated boardwalks.
The District of West Vancouver Parks has already built a viewpoint in the Old Growth
Park, but the access to the viewpoint is by surface trail which is subject to the types of
degradation mentioned above. As well, the short trip to the viewpoint and the sight of
other nearby large trees does not by itself, provide a very satisfying experience and thus
may encourage off-trail exploration of the park. This viewpoint should be removed from
the park. No other location has been found on the perimeter of the park for a viewpoint
or viewing tower that would provide a satisfactory perspective on the area and its values
and thus a viewpoint is not recommended.
Boardwalks substantially protect the substrate because only the supports are built into
the substrate and the trail itself is slightly elevated above the ground. However,
boardwalks do not prevent off-trail explorations.
Elevated boardwalks provide greater protection for the substrate because they require
fewer supports into the substrate than boardwalks. Due to their elevation, they make offtrail exploration almost impossible and they provide a unique experience and
perspective of an area. They are, however, substantially more expensive than surface
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trails or traditional boardwalks, and may increase maintenance, security and liability
costs.
While elevated boardwalks are costly to build and maintain, the natural values of the
park are its key values and thus ecological viability should be the factor given highest
consideration when considering a method of access. The cost of elevated boardwalks is
reduced when they can be sighted starting and returning from a high point, and in the
park;2 this is possible off the west side of Parking Lot #5. There may also be
opportunities for funding available as a result of the 2010 Olympics Legacy including
West Vancouver’s stated desire to “…identify environmentally sustainable projects and
then showcase them…”. 2

Access Opportunities
Finding a location for an interpretive trail in the park was another issue. Initially, the
focus was on providing access to the major stand of old growth in the north end of the
park, but this proved difficult. The obvious place for a trail was from Cypress Bowl
Recreation maintenance yard. As a lot of expensive machinery is stored in the yard and
personnel are busy with a variety of activities, it became obvious that public parking and
access would not be a good mix with the maintenance yard. The other option was
Parking Lot #5 as it is not used a great deal and BC Parks, who owns the lot, is open to
it being used for recreation-related purposes. However, Parking Lot #5 is a long way
from the north end of the park from and an extensive trail would be required to link the
two areas.
During our research we noted that there were a number of individual old growth trees
growing in the southeast corner of the park that have not been identified during previous
research in the park. With proper sighting of an interpretive trail, these old growth trees
could provide a good interpretive and educational old growth experience for visitors.
Since they are near Parking Lot #5, only a short trail would need to be built. As well,
since the ground drops away from Parking Lot #5, an accessible elevated boardwalk
could be built most cost effectively in this location.
At present, two mountain bike trails are impacting some trees in the southeast corner of
the park, therefore we have recommended that these two trails be moved to the south
end of the parking lot. The interpretive trail would start from the west side of the parking
lot so that there would be a separation between the interpretive and mountain biking
trails.

Conclusions
Uncontrolled access, ground level or surface trails and surface boardwalks are not
recommended because of the fragile soils, the potential impacts to the groundwater
systems resulting from redirections to water flow, trail or boardwalk construction and the
potential for users to leave the trail. This applies to both people and dogs.
Some level of access would increase understanding and maintain public support for
protection of the area and thus prevent the area being forgotten and developed in the

2

Report from Select Committee of Council: 2010 Olympic/Paralympic Committee Recommendations May
10 2005
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future. Allowing controlled access would remind the public why the area is important to
protect.
An elevated boardwalk is one viable option for providing access to the park with a
minimum of impact should demand and resources favour access. The boardwalk should
be higher than three meters – this would allow public access, provide both views and
information, and eliminate the potential for random wandering through the Park.
The location identified for a potential elevated boardwalk is the south end of the park.
Parking Lot #5 provides access to a number of large trees in the southeast end of the
park which could provide a good interpretive experience for visitors.
Regardless of the development of an elevated boardwalk, another option is for staff,
volunteers and signage to direct the public to other areas in the Municipality which offer
a variety of old growth experiences such as Lighthouse Park, Cypress Falls, Nelson
Canyon and the upper part of Brothers Creek.

Recommendations
•

No surface level entry except for research, monitoring, and
management activities

•

Remove the viewpoint built earlier by the District of West
Vancouver and allow the site to grow over.

•

Interpretive, educational access only to increase the
understanding of the value of old growth and the value of the park
in the minds of the public done in such a way as to protect the key
park values

•

Investigate the feasibility of an elevated boardwalk (>3m) that
allows a close view of individual large trees in southeastern corner
of the park

•

Staff, volunteers and signs direct public interested in old growth to
other areas in the Municipality where they can view old growth

•

Do not permit dogs in the Conservancy
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MOUNTAIN BIKE PROPOSAL

“Mountain bike park beside a small, ‘pristine’ area seems incompatible in the long run”.
(Public comment)

Background
Mountain biking has raised a variety of issues over the years, including conflicts, erosion and
legal liability due to trail structures and stunts built by some bikers. In 2000, a report called
Mountain Bike Trails in West Vancouver recommended the retention, improvement and
decommissioning of various trails. However, those recommendations were not implemented
before a new strategy was undertaken in 2004 – the West Vancouver Mountain Bike Park
Feasibility Study, which has been a catalyst for completing this Strategy for Protection.

Current Mountain Biking In and Around the Park
Currently, five primary mountain bike trails exist in the area in and around the park:
• Upper Paul Hogan’s
• Blind Skier
• Pre-Reaper
• Reaper
• Antagonizer
These trails are frequently used to connect with trails lower on the mountain which are primarily
on land owned by British Pacific Properties.
Although mountain biking has been a growing recreation pastime in the area for about fifteen
years, only two informal mountain bike trails have been established in the park. Two trails travel
from Parking Lot #5 through the southeast corner of the Old Growth Park to connect riders to
trails south of the park. These trails are clearly established and show evidence of erosion and
widening of the trail, but the impacts are limited to the trails. Over time, these trails could cause
some concern as they are located right beside some of the larger trees in the south end of the
park and appear to be beginning to cause soil compaction and root damage. There is also
evidence of mountain biking along the southeastern boundary of the park along the skid road.
Much of the public and stakeholder input has focused around the proposed mountain bike park.
The majority of comments received through the input processes have expressed concern over
locating a mountain bike park beside the Old Growth Park.
The proposed Mountain Bike Park locates a trail on the southern boundary of the park where an
overgrown skid road exists. While the idea of situating a mountain bike park on the border of the
Old Growth Park concerned some people, others believed that since mountain biking has
occurred in the area for about fifteen years with little impact on the Old Growth Park, locating a
mountain bike park on the southern border should not be a concern.
We observed that mountain bikers currently use the area, but that the area bordering the park
does not appear to be highly used by mountain bikers at this time. However, a successful
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mountain bike park would draw larger numbers of bikers into the area south of the park. Most
mountain bikers would likely be discouraged from entering the Old Growth Park by the increase
in elevation from the southern boundary north into the park, but history has demonstrated that
there are small numbers of mountain bikers who are attracted to exploring off-trail.
Unfortunately, the terrain is very open along the southeastern border and there is no natural
vegetation buffer that would actively discourage bikers from entering the park.
As well, the area is quite small: the approximate size of the area where the proposed mountain
bike park is to be located is about 80 hectares – about 0.6 km north to south and 2 km east to
west. The area is bordered by the Cypress Bowl Road on the south and east and by the hydro
corridor and Trans Canada Trail on the west. The fact that this is not a large area of land
augments the concern that mountain bikers might be tempted to leave the area and explore the
lands around the mountain bike park.

West Vancouver Mountain Bike Park Feasibility Study
This study, completed in 2004, suggested a youth and family-oriented mountain bike park that
would provide opportunities for beginner to advanced riders and showcase sustainable
mountain bike activity.
The Mountain Bike Park Feasibility Study suggests that the two trails from Parking Lot #5 “could
serve as natural boundaries between the Old Growth Park and a mountain bike park” and
“continue to serve as funnels to direct riders into the mountain bike park and away from the old
growth forest” (Zirnhelt 2004:22). One of the primary issues identified by stakeholders consulted
during the Mountain Bike Park Feasibility Study was the proximity of the proposed bike park to
the Old Growth Park.
A number of methods were identified in the Mountain Bike Park Feasibility Study to mitigate
impact to the Old Growth Park, including:
•

Signage and information on trail maps on the border of the Old Growth Park stating that
the area is an environmentally sensitive area and closed to mountain biking.

•

The ecological integrity of the area could be protected by building an environmentally
sustainable mountain bike park that would “be treated as a park and adhere to
environmental standards for trail building and trail maintenance” (Zirnhelt 2004: 22).

It is important to note that over the past two years, certainly since the Feasibility Study was
written, the term “mountain bike park” has evolved significantly.
The opening of the Gleneagles Adventure Park, the Cypress Mountain lift-accessed downhill
mountain bike park, and Whistler’s lift-accessed downhill mountain bike park have re-defined
“mountain bike park” as a home for “extreme” mountain bike activities – stunts, jumps and
downhill action. Clearly, it was never the intention of the Mountain Bike Park Feasibility Study to
create such a venue, rather it was to focus and concentrate a certain type of mountain bike trail
opportunities into a manageable area.
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Conclusions
In addition to creating a buffer along the southern boundary (see next section), moving the two
existing mountain bike trails from the southeast corner would communicate both that mountain
biking is not an appropriate activity for the park and that the District of West Vancouver is taking
the protection of the Old Growth Park seriously. Repositioning the trails outside the park would
also protect the roots of the old growth trees growing in the southeast corner.
The goal of the Strategy for Protection is to protect park ecosystems so that they continue to
function in a healthy manner. Certainly it may be possible that a Mountain Bike Park could exist
on the border of the Old Growth Park without resulting in damage to the park, however it may
not be prudent to hope for such a best case scenario.

Recommendations
•

Remove the existing informal mountain bike trails in the Old Growth
Park which run from the north end of Parking Lot #5 through the
southeast corner. Build formal trails with the assistance of the North
Shore Mountain Bike Association from the south end of Parking Lot #5
that avoid the Old Growth Park.

•

Revisit the strategy of the proposed Mountain Bike Park. This might
include designating one or some of the existing network of mountain
bike trails rather than creating an actual park.
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BUFFER ZONE

Background
Both the Cypress Old Growth Ecological Study and the West Vancouver Mountain Bike Park
Feasibility Study have tended to take the perspective that the south end of the park acts as a
buffer for the old growth stand in the north end of the park. The Ecological Study recommends
protecting the original study area for this purpose:
“In terms of the long term preservation of the stand, the more undisturbed buffer it has around it,
the better the chance of it remaining undisturbed as well. For this reason, managing the entire
area as an old growth reserve may be the best strategy for preservation. Also, if the lower areas
are left to become old growth, it would be possible to preserve a broad climatic spectrum of old
growth ecosystems in two subzones...The possibility of preserving such a mosaic of forest
communities in the long term is a societal and scientific objective that is worth pursuing” (Oikos
Ecological Consultants, 1991:51).

Role and Value of a Buffer Zone
“A buffer zone is any area that serves the purpose of keeping two or more other areas distant
from one another, for whatever reason. Buffer zones often result in large uninhabited regions
(similar to nature parks, although without tourists) which of themselves are somewhat unique in
certain increasingly paved, crowded parts of the world.”
Wikipedia definition

“A border area that acts as a barrier separating or surrounding an area designated for special
protection.”
GIS Development definition

The perfect buffer zone accomplishes its role as a barrier intuitively as well as physically. By
intuitively, we mean that users will be naturally disinclined to enter the area both as a result of
the natural barriers encountered, e.g. dense vegetation, steep terrain, etc., and because the
route or activity the agency prefers the user to take, is obviously more appealing, e.g. highquality trail, informative signs, interesting terrain and vegetation, and options in terms of
challenges and rewards.
Given the small size of the park, the best possible scenario would be to create a buffer around
its boundary. However, various land uses on its border make this impossible on most sides. The
hydro line has opened up the northern boundary of the park, but fortunately, there is a small
waterway between the hydro line and the park that serves as some buffer. The Cypress Bowl
maintenance yard may not be in the best location, but because it is used almost exclusively by
staff, it serves to keep public out of the area and thus tends to prevent incursions into the park
from the northeast.
However, creating a buffer along the southern boundary of the park might help to increase the
protection of the park. It would likely serve to protect the individual old growth trees in the south
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end of the park as well as the largest stand in the north portion of the park, and a smaller stand
in the southwest corner of the park. Other large trees over 250 years old occur in small groves
south of the park boundary. A buffer could also protect this area.

Discussion
Since the mandate is to protect the Old Growth Park, it may not be enough to consider the
southern section of the park as the buffer for values protected in the northern section; the whole
park needs to be protected. The small size of the park makes this particularly important. Thus,
the recommendations below add a buffer south of the southern park boundary. Note that this
buffer area could simply be designated as no entry, or could officially become part of the park.
Making it part of the park would clear up any confusion about the area’s status.
We offer these options for a buffer zone and include advantages and disadvantages:
Category

Scope

Advantages

Disadvantages

Perimeter-based

Expand boundary by
fixed amount from the
existing boundary, e.g.
50m south of existing
boundary

Easy to determine and map

May leave key areas
exposed because of open,
easy terrain

Follow natural slopes and
wet areas so that
movement north (toward
park) is hampered by
terrain

Design further reduces
potential for intrusions and
incorporates protection of
important areas (wetlands)

Terrain-based

Provides additional
protection along the
southern boundary of the
Old Growth Park

Provides enhanced
protection along the
southern boundary of the
Old Growth Park

Adding a buffer based on
best terrain features may
result in the remaining
area being divided into
small or noncontiguous
sections.

No option should be adopted without careful review on the ground.
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Conclusions
Although a buffer around the whole park would provide the best protection, the only area
available is along the southern boundary of the park. Since that is also where recreational
pressure is anticipated, a buffer is proposed. Two options are provided because there are
advantages and disadvantages with each as well as impacts on the use of the land, and there
should be community involvement in this decision.

Recommendations
•

Create a buffer on the south side of the Old Growth Park

•

Work with the community to define the buffer.
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NAME OF THE PARK

One of the tasks for this project was to propose a new name for the park. Over the
years, the area has been called a number of different names including the Triangle
Lands, the Triangle Old Growth and the Old Growth Park.

Background
The public was asked for their input on a name for the park as part of the public process
and a number of submissions were received which are included in an appendix to this
report. A number of people suggested naming the area after someone who was involved
in protecting the lands, but since a number of people were involved at various times, it is
inappropriate to name the park after a single person.
Some feedback asked what was wrong with the current name – Old Growth Park. There
were also a number of comments that the park should not be called Cypress. Because
the name of the Provincial Park is Cypress, many people assume it is on Cypress
Mountain; but the name of the mountain is Hollyburn. A number of people recommended
Hollyburn as a name as it is both historic and local. Many people suggested keeping
“Old Growth” as part of the name, while one individual comment that dropping “Old
Growth” from the name would prevent drawing a lot of attention/traffic to the area.
We have struggled a little as to whether to include Old Growth” in the name or use the
less clear “Heritage Forest” in order not to increase the draw to the area but have
concluded that “Old Growth” is the simpler, more straight-forward and accurate term.
As we looked at the name of the park, it became obvious that the designation of the area
as a park is a problem. The main mandate of the area is protecting the old growth, and
thus calling the area a park may create an inconsistency in people’s minds. For most
people, the term “park” suggests access and recreation. If used to name an area where
access and recreation is limited, its use may result in confusion and/or resentment.
A number of people suggested changing the designation to increase the protection of
the area. The Old Growth Park is actually the only park in the municipality dedicated by
referendum and thus has the highest protection of any park in West Vancouver.
However, changing its designation would communicate protection as the most important
mandate of the area. Suggestions gathered from the public and stakeholder input
included:
Conservancy
Conservation Area
Ecological Reserve
Forest Reserve
Preserve
Reserve
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Conclusions
None of these terms have single definitions, as they are used differently by various
agencies. “Ecological reserve”, for example, is already a legal category for designated
provincial protected areas. The term “reserve” can also suggest that the land is being
held in reserve for another purpose. For example, the Lower Seymour Conservation
Reserve is land being held in reserve in case it is necessary to build another dam to
provide drinking water or power. “Preserve” suggests freezing a place and its values in
time, a meritorious ambition but not reflective of nature’s natural processes. We suggest
either conservation area or conservancy as we believe they most intuitively capture the
spirit of the new vision for the park with the fewest possible misinterpretations or
concerns.
We have used the following definitions in selecting our recommendation:
Conservation Area:

An area of special environmental or historic importance
that is protected from casual changes by law

Conservancy

An area designated for the protection both of the land
and of its wildlife and their habitat

Conservation:

The preservation of natural species and environments
Protecting, maintaining or restoring the environment, and
keeping it safe from destruction or degradation
The preservation and careful management of the
environment and of natural resources

In consultation with the District of West Vancouver, the term Conservancy was chosen.

Recommendations
•

Do not name the area after a specific individual as many people
have been involved in protecting the land.

•

Rename the park “Old Growth (or other appropriate descriptor)
Conservancy”.
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MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS

“I support the creation of a management committee with representation from the District, the
public, and, if possible, environmental advocacy groups”
“By making mountain bikers stakeholders in the process and asking them for their help
protecting the Old Growth Park, they may be more willing to consider the area as inviolable.”
(Public comments)

Background
The Old Growth Park is one small piece of land within the Upper Lands. Proper
management of the park requires that it be examined in the larger context of the Upper
Lands. The variety of activities occurring around the park not only creates an island of
the park, but also leaves the park open to informal access around most of its perimeter.
It is impossible to determine, with certainty, what might threaten the park or where the
threats might come from. The only way of protecting the park over time is by monitoring
the area for any problems that do arise and having a plan of action to address those
issues immediately.

Levels of Service
Some of the recommendations in this Strategy point toward an increase in the current
level of service, which will require additional resources. Any new infrastructure, e.g.
signs, elevated boardwalk, etc. will require capital and any new actions, e.g. monitoring,
trail rehabilitation, etc., will require human resources. Some of these initiatives may be
provided by volunteers, by grant agencies, or by partnerships. In order to meet certain
recommendations in this report, it is recognized that the District of West Vancouver
would need to identify additional resources.

Monitoring Changes
A key element in the protection of the old growth is monitoring. Monitoring should
encompass a wide range of conditions and activities, for example:
•

Monitor the site, and in particular its boundaries, to determine if human activity is
impacting the park.

•

Monitor ecosystem-level elements for early detection of change, e.g. appearance
of invasive species;

•

Establish control areas and survey areas to identify trends. These should include
abiotic components such as water quality, and biotic components such as
vegetation quadrants and annual breeding bird surveys.
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Cooperative Management and Research
The challenges that face the Old Growth Park are not confined to its boundaries nor are
they of concern only to the DWV park managers. Strong support has been demonstrated
by the general public, via the open houses and consultations, and by stakeholders who
have a specific interest in the area…and areas like it. And other neighbouring agencies
also face the same or similar challenges.
The protection of the Old Growth Park would be enhanced by partnerships with adjacent
agencies, e.g. BC Parks, with other landowners, e.g. British Pacific Properties, with
research agencies, e.g. Capilano College, etc., and with societies whose interests lie in
the Upper Lands, e.g. Friends of Cypress and North Shore Mountain Bike Association,
etc.
The Old Growth Park, together with the other Upper Lands, might well benefit from a comanagement structure that provides stakeholders with direct input into the management
of this and other areas. We suggest that this may be best achieved through the creation
of a management society with representation of all of the stakeholders, or by working
with an existing group or groups to expand their present mandates to include the Old
Growth Park. Parks in many jurisdictions (perhaps most) do not have the resources to
provide the complete services that would benefit their park system. However,
increasingly in some jurisdictions, societies are taking on a more active management
role including sharing management responsibilities with the land agency. These groups
commonly represent a variety of stakeholders often with different interests and goals.

Conclusions
It is our recommendation that a co-management society should be created and
supported by District of West Vancouver. It is the best chance of managing the
seemingly inevitable differences of opinion between separate groups which both have
valid interests in a site and in their own activities. We must also note that this model may
have application at a larger scale than this park. Environmental protection and
sustainability and recreational use of all of the Upper Lands needs to be addressed.
Protection of the Conservancy may best be achieved by considering it within this larger
context. Additional notes on societies and land managers are included in the
Appendices.
An additional method of monitoring the area would be to allow post-secondary
institutions to undertake research that directly aids in the protection of the area. In this
scenario, the District of West Vancouver would still need to monitor the activities of the
post-secondary institution to ensure that they were leaving the park as they had found it.
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Recommendations
•

The District of West Vancouver to provide a level of service to achieve
Strategy for Protection objectives

•

A method of ensuring that damage from incursions or other problems
does not occur unnoticed is needed. On-going monitoring is an
essential component of the strategy, particularly with regard to human
activities in the park

•

A dedicated society should be created and supported by the District of
West Vancouver to partner in the management and assist in the
stewardship of this area. Activities could include:
Monitoring environmental conditions
Providing education and interpretation
Completing biotic inventories
Membership should include representatives from all
significant stakeholders.

•

Post-secondary institutions could be encouraged to undertake
research which directly aids in the protection of the area. The District
of West Vancouver could create and maintain a list of studies needed.

•

Goals for the Old Growth Park Strategy for Protection should be
integrated into planning for the Municipal Upper Lands and for
Cypress Provincial Park.
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

The Strategy for Protection of the Old Growth Park is based on the following
recommendations:

Pressures
•

Work to minimize activity or development in the Upper Lands that may increase
pressure on the park

•

Future planning in the Upper Lands should take into account the Strategy for
Protection for the Old Growth Park, particularly efforts that may help manage
pressure on the area

•

Work with BC Parks to ensure that any expansions planned for the CBRL
maintenance yard thoroughly protects the Old Growth Park from environmental
impact

Access
•

No surface level entry except for research, monitoring, and management
activities

•

Remove the viewpoint built earlier by the District of West Vancouver and allow
the site to grow over

•

Interpretive, educational access only to increase the understanding of the value
of old growth and the value of the park in the minds of the public done in such a
way as to protect the key park values

•

Investigate the feasibility of an elevated boardwalk (>3m) that allows a close view
of individual large trees in southeastern corner of the park

•

Staff, volunteers and signs direct public interested in old growth to other areas in
the Municipality where they can view old growth

•

Do not permit dogs in the Conservancy

Mountain Bikes in the Context of the Park
•

Remove the existing informal mountain bike trails in the Old Growth Park which
run from the north end of Parking Lot #5 through the southeast corner. Build
formal trails with the assistance of the North Shore Mountain Bike Association
from the south end of Parking Lot #5 that avoids the Old Growth Park

•

Revisit the strategy of the proposed Mountain Bike Park. This might include
designating one or some of the existing network of mountain bike trails rather
than creating an actual park
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Buffer Zone
•

Create a buffer on the south side of the Old Growth Park

•

Work with the community to define the buffer

Name of the Park
•

Do not name the area after a specific individual as many people have been
involved in protecting the land

•

Rename the park “Old Growth (or other appropriate descriptor) Conservancy”

Management Implications
•

The District of West Vancouver to provide a level of service to achieve Strategy
for Protection objectives

•

A method of ensuring that damage from incursions or other problems does not
occur unnoticed is needed. On-going monitoring is an essential component of the
strategy, particularly with regard to human activities in the park

•

A dedicated society should be created and supported by the District of West
Vancouver to partner in the management and assist in the stewardship of this
area. Activities could include:
Monitoring environmental conditions
Providing education and interpretation
Completing biotic inventories
Membership should include representatives from all significant
stakeholders.

•

Post-secondary institutions could be encouraged to undertake research which
directly aids in the protection of the area. The District of West Vancouver could
create and maintain a list of studies needed

•

Goals for the Old Growth Park Strategy for Protection should be integrated into
planning for the Municipal Upper Lands and for Cypress Provincial Park
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Public Feedback from Open Houses 1 & 2

1. What are the threats and challenges to conservation of the Old Growth Park?
Summary of Responses
Threats that were identified include:
• Recreation impact including mountain biking around and through the park and the
proposed Mountain Bike Park to the south, pressures from Cypress Mountain, users
going off trail, dogs and commercial dog walkers, improperly constructed trails, and
uncontrolled recreation, and excessive use (12 of 22 respondents mentioned mountain
biking)
• Impacts from land use around the park such as from the Cypress Mountain service
yard to the northeast of the Park
• If the park is left unrecognized or unused, there is a risk that its value and history will
not longer be recognized at some point and it could be developed
• Opening up the park for public use would make people aware that it’s there and the
increased awareness might result in increased use and thus degradation
• Introduction of non-native species
• Fire risk
• Threats from construction and use of trails
• Illegal cabin building
Challenges include:
• Lack of funds for staff and enforcement
• Lack of monitoring
• Finding a solution for the conflicting points of view of having no access at all and
allowing limited access for educational purposes
• Communicating to people that access is restricted
• Education of users
• To develop the area in such away that users are educated and encouraged to care for
the area
• Persuading the decision makers to provide sufficient funding for the development and
the long-term maintenance of the park

2. What type of access (recreation, education, research, etc.) is compatible with
protecting the Old Growth Park?
Summary of Responses
Respondents identified a number of types of access as compatible with the protection of
the Old Growth Park:
• Education
• Research and scientific study (permission should be required by West Van. Parks)
• Nature appreciation, walks and hikes
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• Interpretation
• School and nature club field trips
• Unobtrusive forms of recreation
• Controlling access either by fencing the area or by monitoring it.
• Low impact trails and avoiding off-trail use
• One respondent felt biking and hiking and trail running on bench cut contour trails

would be compatible

3. What means of access (e.g. trails, boardwalks, views, guided tours, etc.) are
compatible with protecting the Old Growth Park?
Summary of Responses
Boardwalks –this was the most frequently suggested means of access.
Both loop and short trails were proposed.
Interpretive signage was mentioned by a number of respondents. Self-guiding brochures
were also suggested.
A number of respondents encouraged limited access and preventing off-trail usage.
Guided tours – with volunteers while another said no guided tours/bus tours.
One respondent felt the park should be fenced to control access.
Accessibility to the disabled and seniors and families.
No dogs allowed or dogs on leash on trails only.
One respondent mentioned the need for a ranger on weekends at least.

4. What would you name the Old Growth Park and why?
Summary of Responses
Amabilis Woods
Ancient Cypress Reserve
Cedar Grove
Cypress Conservation Area
Cypress Old Growth Park
Cypress Old Growth Reserve
Giant Cedar Conservancy
Grand Cedars Park
Hollyburn Elders Park
Hollyburn Forest Reserve
Hollyburn Heritage Forest
Hollyburn Old Growth Park
Hollyburn Old Growth Reserve
Katharine Steig Old Growth Park
Old Growth Park (keep the name)
Naismith Park
Randy Stoltman Park
West Vancouver Old Growth Park
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5. Please add any other comments you may have about the Old Growth Park.
Summary of Responses
Fees for Parks’ Use
• Mountain bikers should pay a fee/license. The money could pay for patrol and
regulation of the Old Growth Park
• The OG Park should be a pay park – will increase appreciation and decrease crowds.
Fines for those who do damage
Mountain Bike Park
• Entry to the MB Park should be from the southern end of Parking Lot 5 rather than
from the northern end as it is now
• Is the area south of the Park extensive enough to satisfy biking enthusiasts
• Consider setting aside other valuable mountain lands in exchange for portion of OG
Park currently used by mountain bikers.
Miscellaneous
• Currently under-utilized
• A wonderful area – a treasure that must be handled with great care in the face of our
burgeoning population
• Leave it alone
• This "Park" needs to be shared with West Vancouver's people
• Mixed feelings about opening the Park up to people – on the one hand, people can
only appreciate and learn to respect lands if they see them, but don’t want this Park to
be treated like just another recreation area and degraded
• If our first concern is protection of the old-growth, then the Oikos recommendation for
the old growth needs serious consideration: that “the more undisturbed buffer it has
around it, the better the chance of it remaining undisturbed as well.”
• Volunteers from Friends of Cypress, Vancouver Natural History Society, etc. could
help with guided tours if they were not self-sustaining
• Perhaps we could do what is done in the States: have people “sponsor” a tree to raise
money
• I conclude that the area MUST be protected. Ideally, the veteran trees should be
protected entirely along with the lower section
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Public Feedback from Open House #3

1. Key Park Values
Comments on key park values included:
• the streams that run through the area
• 2 unique climate features are the permanent winter snow pack and high
precipitation regime.
• educational
• Age. Pristine. Unique.
• the hydrology which is key to the area’s sustainability.
• the age-range of the very large Redcedars
• research value with local access near schools, universities, etc.
2. Level of Access
Most respondents supported some kind of limited and controlled public access. Options
included guided, permit, elevated boardwalks, viewpoints, and zipline. Access was
deemed appropriate for education, research, monitoring, and interpretation. Many felt
that access to the northern end of the park should be extremely limited. One respondent
suggested focusing resources on deactivating current access points and skidder roads
rather than potentially creating an additional maintenance liability.
3. Means of Access
Most respondents supported elevated boardwalks in the southeast corner as a means of
access although costs and people accessing other areas were mentioned as concerns.
One felt that there should not be any access and that it should be fenced with a six foot
fence it necessary. Some emphasized keeping people out of the north end of the area. A
number of people supported sending the public to other old growth areas, but one
person stated that these areas were already over-used.
4. Name of Area
Most people are no longer using the word, “park” to apply to the area. Some felt “old
growth” should be included in the name while others thought it should be dropped to
avoid drawing attention and traffic to the area and to emphasize that there is more than
old trees in the area. One person recommended including coastal rainforest, wetlands.
Recommendations for a name included:
Botanical Forest Reserve
Conservancy or Conservation area
Conservation Area
Conservation Reserve
Cypress Conservation Reserve
Cypress Old Growth Forest Reserve
Ecological Preserve
Ecological Reserve (2)
Hollyburn Ecological Reserve
Old Growth Preservation Area (2)
Old Growth Preserve
Old Growth Reserve
Stoltman Ecological Reserve
West Vancouver Forest Reserve
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West Vancouver Old Growth Forest Protected Area
5. Pressures on the Park
Pressures identified included mountain biking, forest fires, windthrow, vandalism and
arson, lack of education, Olympic pressures, increased population of Lower Mainland,
the limited size of the area, the works yard to the northeast
Other Thoughts:
Too small. Should be enlarged. Need buffers. Solution (partly) is: include the
proposed MB park in the “Ecological Reserve”. In other words, No MB Park. The
mountain bikers have plenty of other areas on the North Shore, lack of
communication with BC Parks and Cypress Bowl Recreations, change to
drainage/hydrology, and parking and expanded use of service areas.
6. Proposed Mountain Bike Park
A number of respondents felt that the mountain bike park should not be near the old
growth area. Others felt a mountain bike park would work with proper management such
as a buffer in place, constructing proper trails, and involving mountain bikers as
stakeholders in the process of protecting the old growth.
7. Management Implications
A number of people supported a management committee with appropriate
representation and others supported volunteer monitoring and interpretation. One also
suggested a partnership with UBC or SFU. Two suggested fencing. One pointed out that
there would be no cost to leaving things as they are.
8. Other Comments
Anybody who builds a trail must have a permit.
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Access Options for Sensitive Natural Areas

Access Options
None

Definition

Pros

Cons

No entry permitted
except for
operational needs

Eliminates or greatly reduces:
о potential for public impacts on site e.g. trail braiding
and erosion, wildlife disturbance, litter, etc.
о trail maintenance costs

о

о

о

о

Guided Only

Viewpoint /
Platform

Public only
permitted with a
guide who
determines route
and schedule.
Common technique
for school
programs
Located in or
adjacent to area
depending on
topography

Guide can:
о ensure minimal impact on area
о provide education/interpretation that builds support
for site
о adjust guided event schedules to minimize impact
when area is most sensitive

о
о

о
о
о

о

о

Restrict access to a controllable area
Provide an unfamiliar, often scenic view
Railings provide opportunity for graphic interpretive
panels
Carefully selected location can provide context e.g.
natural area viewing with city background

о
о

о
о

In practice, difficult and costly to
implement and maintain, i.e. capital costs
for perimeter fencing and operational
costs of maintaining security
Secure fencing may negatively impact
medium/large wildlife, reduce the site as
a natural area, aesthetically distract
area’s aesthetic qualities, etc.
Public perception of taxpayer-funded
area being closed to them may result in
loss of support for the park
Education/interpretation of the site’s
values will be restricted to 2nd hand
experiences which have significantly less
impact than 1st hand – may result in loss
of public interest
Requires staff and/or volunteers
Restricts access to specific times, routes
and locations
Provides little opportunity for individual
exploration
Not appealing to those who are not
comfortable with group activities
Limited nature of experience – view and
panels only – may limit the impact for
visitor reducing it to primarily a photo
opportunity only
Rarely a 1st hand experience
Design may increase cost and liability
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о
о

Short Trail

Provides limited
access e.g. less
than 100 metres

о
о
о
о
о
о
о

Surface Trail(s)

Variety of materials
may be used
including natural
substrate, gravel or
rock dust,
hardened surfaces
such as asphalt or
concrete, etc.
Loops are the
preferred design.
Surface trails often
include boardwalks,
bridges, and/or
culverts where the
trail crosses a

о

о
о
о

о

If platform is outside of the natural area, can
complement no access situation
Moderate cost and maintenance depending on
structure design , location and size e.g. topography
may permit viewing platform on a highpoint with no
tower needed

о

Viewing towers are rarely, if ever,
accessible for mobility-challenged visitors

Visitors can experience a representative portion of
the natural area
Railings will reduce off-trail exploration
Opportunities for interpretive panels along the
railings
Carefully selected routing will provide views of key
natural features
Single access and egress simplifies monitoring and
security
Will satisfy visitors seeking a brief experience in the
area
Depending on route, trail can be universal access or
at a minimum, barrier free

о

Visitors can climb over the railings and
dogs can often easily leave the trail
Single short trail may be lead to crowding
Experience is modestly 1st hand but may
be unsatisfying for some visitors because
of its brevity and lack of independent
exploration
Any ground level access will result in
volunteer trails with their related erosion
and other impacts

A variety of trails can address the different needs
and interests of visitors – may be based on
elevation change, length, features available for
viewing, etc. – and will lead to revisits
Some trails or portions of trails can be designated
as universal access or barrier free
Many 1st hand experiences encourage independent
exploration
Providing a range of experiences enhances the site
for visitors and increases the values they attach to
the area
Some trails can be self-guiding using interpretive
panels or brochures

о
о

о

Surface trails always have impact on the
natural area and can cause:
о erosion
о “creeping” trails which widen with time
о off-trail exploration resulting in volunteer
trails and increased impact
о changes in water courses with attendant
impact on vegetation communities
including wetlands
о dog impacts
о significant disturbance of wildlife
о possible access for invasive species
о extensive trail systems make monitoring
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watercourse

Boardwalk

Generally a
wooden structures
elevated slightly
above the ground
or water – may
include railings

and security difficult
The lowest-impact trails in terms
environmental impacts are also the most
expensive
о
о
о
о

о

Significantly reduces trail impact on environment
If rails are included, provides opportunities for
interpretive panels
Wide spacing of deck surface planks reduces
appeal for bikes
Provides excellent 1st hand experiences including
the unique ability to explore wetland areas without
getting wet
Can use recycled materials for construction

о

о

о
о
о

Elevated
Boardwalk

Generally a
wooden/metal
structure elevated a
significant height
above the ground –
highest versions
are usually called
“canopy trails”

о
о
о
о
о

о
о

Provide a new, generally unavailable perspective on
an area
Height precludes risk of off-trail excursions
Railings provide opportunities for interpretive panels
Minimal impact on environment – elevated trails
generally use fewer, larger posts for construction
Dynamic elevated trails (e.g. Capilano suspension
bridge construction) provide an exciting experience
all on their own
Visitors will (expect to) pay for an elevated trail
experience
All or initial portions of trail can be universal access
or barrier free if trail begins at a high point and
returns to the same point (i.e. from cliff)

о

о
о

Difficult to build and maintain in steep
topography – often combined with
surface trail for this reason
Wooden boardwalks (usual material
used) without a nonskid surface can be
hazardous when wet
Off-trail access for dogs or more
“adventurous” visitors is difficult to control
Wide spacing of deck surface planks
eliminates barrier free travel
Cost of building and maintaining
boardwalks is higher than that of surface
trails
High cost with significant maintenance
costs: highest cost when trail must rise to
gain elevation; least when starting from
and returning to a high point i.e. height is
gained by maintaining a level trail as
ground slips away below
Must be carefully designed to reduce
liability
Usual popularity of such structures
necessitates substantial parking
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Additional Notes regarding a Dedicated Society

Parks in many jurisdictions (perhaps most) do not have the resources to provide the
complete services that would benefit their park system. The result is often violation of the
rules, many times through simple ignorance, and a negative impact on the park. The
pattern can be described as good regulations, moderate compliance, and low
enforcement. As compliance slips, the perception of the park as a valuable site declines
in visitors’ minds and compliance slips further i.e. “nobody really cares about the place”.
The simplest but often least viable solution is to increase budgets for park operations
and maintenance. In the absence of additional funds being available, many parks have
turned to what are often called cooperating associations or “Friends of …….”, almost all
of which are registered not-for-profit societies.
Traditionally societies associated with parks are often responsible for generating
revenue by means of sales (books, souvenirs, passes, etc.), and/or providing volunteers
to supply services such as reception, sales and interpretive/educational programming,
and/or assisting in lobbying for support as in political influence, grant applications, etc.
However, increasingly in some jurisdictions, societies are taking on a more active
management role including sharing management responsibilities with the land agency.
The latter groups inevitably represent a variety of stakeholders often with different
interests and goals; the purpose of bringing them together is to convert confrontation to
cooperation. The agency may benefit for some tangible outcomes such as increased
revenues through grants solicited by the society or revenues from activities such special
tours, publications, etc., but the real gain is the reduced role of the agency as an
arbitrator between competing interests. For the stakeholders, their world becomes
significantly more straightforward; worrying that a competing interest has the agency’s
ear while they are left out, is replaced by the knowledge that if the society can arrive at a
resolution to a conflict – staying within the guidelines and principles established during
the creation of society – the agency is likely to approve it.
The initial reservation for most agencies is the concern about losing some control over
the site. This is usually simply fear of the unknown; if clear and comprehensive
guidelines and principles are established at the outset, there will be little to fear from the
proposals that emanate from the society. The key to success for this approach is the
makeup of the Society’s board of directors which must include representation from the
stakeholders, including the general public.
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Stakeholders Consulted
Access Committee For Disability Issues (ACDI)
Representative: Leanne Sexsmith, Planning Analyst, DWV
BC Parks
Representative: Larry Syroishko
British Pacific Properties
Representative: Walter Thorneloe
British Properties Area Homeowners Association
Representative: John Cryer
Community Services Advisory Committee
Representative: Josie Chuback, Manager of Community Services
Cypress Bowl Recreations Limited
Representative: Bobby & Linda Swain
Friends of Cypress Provincial Park
Representatives: Alex Wallace and Katharine Steig
Heritage Advisory Committee
Representative: Stephen Mikicich, DWV Planning Dept
The Hollyburn Heritage Society
Representative: Don Grant
Hollyburn Ridge Association
Representative: Catharine Rockendale
Former Municipal Mountain Lands Committee
Representative: Anne Titcombe, former Chair
Local High School Youth
Primary Contact: Marne Owen, Vice Principal West Vancouver Secondary
North Shore Hikers
Representative: Gordon Dunham
North Shore Mountain Bike Association
Representatives: Sharon Bader, Jeremy Power, Rick Bohonis, Peter Bant
Parks and Environment Advisory Committee
Representatives: Phil Baudin and Hugh Hamilton; Doug Leavers, Manager,
Parks & Environment
Save Our Parkland Association
Representative: June Binkert
West Vancouver Historical Society
Representative: Hugh Johnson
West Vancouver Streamkeepers
Representative: Hugh Hamilton
Vancouver Natural History Society
Representatives: Katharine Steig and David Cook
Youth Advisory Committee
Representative: Christie O’Krainetz, Youth Services
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